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Conceptual framework
•

Complexity arises in food value chain systems from the points of view of managing
fairness, sustainability and resilience, emerging out of agents interactions;

•

Managing agents through the stages of mapping their behaviour and then simulation of
intervention scenarios.

•

This work is part of an EU-funded project on understanding food value chains.
We report on initial work on developing a qualitative food system model of the Salmon
value chain market, applying a complex adaptive systems perspective.

•

The paper focusses on the problem of fairness related to price setting and price
distribution, and illustrates how techniques like cognitive mapping and agent behaviour
mapping are used for system analysis and agent rules definition.

•

The goal of this qualitative agent modelling approach is to support the conceptual,
functional and technical specification for the quantitative modelling phase.
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Agent decisions and behaviour analysis

•

•

How a value chain actor (agent) will behave in practice:
o

What actors are there in a particular value chain?

o

Focus on agent decisions only relevant to the ABM’s focus on fair value and UTP.

o

What influences these decisions (prices, regulations, etc)?

o

What interactions has this actor with other actors, whether in the same tier or not?

o

What interactions has this actor with the environment?

Cognitive maps to capture how the market is functioning, what influences what,
problem structuring and problem definition

•
•

Agent interaction and agent rule mapping
Decision tables to capture the decisions made and agent procedural rules,
their timing, what influences them (qualitative and quantitative information)
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Agent Decision Table and example for salmon FVC
Agent Decisions
Initial investment in
setting up and
production
Production capacity
planning
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Goal
RK:
The goal could be related to a
key performance indicator
(KPI). For example, the goal
attached to production
planning decision could be
related to reaching and
maintaining certain product
quantity with high quality,
certain percentage of products
with low quality, % of
production waste, production
expenses (input, labor, energy)
to be within a certain limit.
The goal associated with
pricing decision should be
related to reaching an optimal
price level within an acceptable
price range;

Procedural description
RK:
The description of each
decision should be related
to the procedure or each
step of the activity
associated with that
decision. For example,
market price decision
process could be described
in each step: price
calculation (associated with
product variable costs and
desired profit margin); then
making a price offer to the
buyer; then receiving price
offer response by the
buyer; acceptable price
range for reaching an
agreement; price min
threshold, etc.

Decisions level (place) Time
RK:
The decision level could be
connected to the control
location, i.e. where the
decision is taken. For
example, in the firm
relevant department, on
the local or global market,
on the financial markets; if
the decision is firm specific
or connected to regulation;
if it is imposed by the
external actor (having
more bargaining power) or
another controlling factor

RK:
When the
decision is
taken, how
often, for
how
Per long,
yearany
waiting and
time
associated
thresholds
(for example,
in the price
negotiation
connected
there could
be a time
related
threshold for
taking a
pricing
decision and
accepting a
pricing
agreement
even if it is
not optimal
for the price
taker)

Quantitative parameters
RK:
All relevant quantitative
information related to each
decision. Statistics about
produced quantity, price
mean
production
for the
evolution
etc.

most
productive areas (North of France)
was around 9,2 T/ha for farms
with a mean size of 230 ha,
meaning around 2100 T/farm
during the 2013-2017 period (see
Avails figures); In the most
productive area (North of France),
the mean size of farms specialised
in field crops is 230 ha (but some
farms can be far bigger - 1000 ha
or more for some of them), with
mean investments of 770 000
euros for a farm during the 20132017 period (see figures from
Arvalis studies);
annual average production costs
(at the French level) are about
1690 € per ha, meaning around
214 € per Tons of wheat
(considering the mean yield of
7,9Tons/ha) for producers.
Production cost varied from 100 to
250€/T in the most productive
area of France between 2013 and
2017 with mean production costs
reaching 140€/T (in most
productive areas)
These production costs can vary
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Conditional factors
RK:
Main conditional factors which
are influencing each decision.
For example, reference prices,
available funding, any specific
UTP, rival tactic, industry
regulation and other

What if questions
RK:
What if questions need to be
connected to any likely
changes that could be made
to each decision attributes
(goal, procedure, level, time,
conditional factors).
The rationale of the what if
questions is that they need to
present an opportunity for
hypothetical intervention for
simulation experimentation
along the FVC with a purpose
to improve its functioning ((if
there is a preliminary defined
goal for improvement) or to
experiment with different
likely situations that could
occur on the relevant market
(change in competition
structure, change in actors
bargaining power, change in
regulation, change in supply
and demand, change in
relevant depending factors)

Decision

Goal

Production
management

Produce
to
meet
contractual
obligations
and other demand taking
product shelf-life and
market conditions into
account

Decision level

Time

Company based

Weekly

Company based

Weekly

Capacity planning

Company based

Yearly

Feed sourcing

Secure enough feed at
appropriate price to be
able to produce to meet
contractual
obligations
(and other demand?)
Internal
(own Make sure that the
product) price setting operation is profitable
and meets the min
margin
Negotiation
of Reduce risk by securing
contractual terms with feed and minimize price
feed supplier
paid for feed

Company based

Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)

Company based

Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)
Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)

Buy (from whom?)

Company based

Harvesting
management
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Choose the best deal
according to price and
other contractual terms

Process description

EU market

Negotiation
of Reduce risk by securing
contractual terms with sales and a price that
retailer/2ry processor exceeds at least the cost
of
production
and
preferably the min margin

EU market

Sell (to who)?

Company based

Choose the best deal
according to price and
other contractual terms

Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)
Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)

Varies
according
to
contractual
conditions
(single delivery OR every
1, 3 or 6 months)
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Quantitative
parameters

Conditional factors
Production
capacity,
contractual
obligations,
raw material availability,
market conditions

Current biomass, max
allowed
biomass,
contractual
obligations,
SPOT price
Liquidity,
funding
availability, max biomass,
average
capacity
utilization (previous year)
Production
capacity,
contractual
obligations,
other expected demand

Production
cost,
min
margin, raw material
price
Quality, liquidity, spot
price,
number
of
suppliers,
number
of
competitors,
business
relationships (history)
Buying price, quantity,
time of delivery, min
margin, production cost
Quantity, time of delivery,
selling price, production
capacity, production cost,
feed availability, feed
price, bargaining position
(number of customers vs
number of competitors)
Selling price, quantity,
time of delivery, min
margin, production cost

What-if Qs
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Agent decisions and behaviour: initial ABM prototype
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Initial agent-based simulation price evolution output compared to real
market price evolution

o Analyzing salmon market, price formation and stock exchange influence on price negotiation in order
to obtain realistic quantitative and qualitative information relevant to the initial ABM focus on price
negotiation and value distribution
o Making agent state charts and pseudo code for an initial ABM implementation in Repast, informed
by the agent interaction mapping and agent behavior rule mapping
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